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Carry out a practical agricultural or horticultural investigation

This achievement standard involves carrying out a practical investigation, with direction, by planning the 
investigation, collecting and processing the data, and interpreting and reporting the findings.

Investigations
This achievement standard is about designing and then doing an experiment. You have to collect results, 
display them in a graph and then discuss the results in a scientific way. The last part of the achievement 
standard asks you to write about what worked well in the experiment and say how you could improve it to 
become more accurate or easier for others to follow.

A good scientific investigation has the following parts.
• Statement of purpose, or aim.
• Method.
• Collecting, recording, processing and interpretation of data 

(table and graph work).
• Conclusion, discussion and evaluation.

Unit 1 – Statement of purpose and method
Statement of purpose
The first part of designing an experiment is to decide what you want to find out. This is called the ‘statement of 
purpose’ because it is the reason you are conducting an experiment. The statement of purpose can be an aim, 
prediction, hypothesis or testable question. It should include what you want to find out and what you think 
will happen, based on your scientific knowledge. For example:
•	 How does the spacing of carrot seeds affect the size of carrot roots?

I predict the closer together the seeds are sown, the smaller the carrot roots will be, because of competition.
•	 Does the temperature of bottom heat supplied to cuttings affect the number of roots that grow from the 

cutting?

I predict that with greater warmth, cuttings will grow more roots, because warmth is needed for cell division.

Method
A method is a series of step-by-step instructions. The method explains how you investigated the statement of 
purpose. The steps must be detailed, so another person can copy the experiment without having to ask you 
any questions. Before the method is written, a number of decisions must be made.
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•	 Independent variable (IV) – this term is used to describe the thing you are changing. In the case of 
‘does the spacing of seeds affect carrot size’, the independent variable is the different spacing of seeds. 
It is the only thing that varies in the experiment and you choose how it varies. For example, in the carrot- 
seed experiment, one plot could have seed spaced 1 cm apart, another 3 cm apart, another 5 cm apart and 
another plot 7 cm apart. The IV should vary at least three times in the experiment for the experiment to be 
thought of as valid (sound).

•	 Dependent variable (DV) – the thing that is affected by the range of changes in the experiment. What 
happens to the dependent variable depends upon the independent variable. In the carrot experiment, 
the dependent variable is the carrot size. The size of the carrots depends on how far the seeds are spaced 
apart. The changes in the dependent variable are your results.

•	 Controlled variables (CV) – the independent variable should be the only thing you change in the 
experiment. Everything else should stay the same; otherwise you cannot be sure that it’s the independent 
variable causing the dependent variable to change. For example, if fertiliser was added to one of the 
carrot test plots or if one plot was watered more than the others, it would not be a valid conclusion to say 
that seed space affects the size of the carrots. This is because the added fertiliser or water to only one of 
the test plots could have been the factor that made the carrots bigger rather than seed spacing. Making 
sure that everything in the experiment (apart from the independent variable) is exactly the same is called 
controlling variables.

After the variables have been selected and written down, they are followed by a list of equipment used in 
the experiment. This helps to organise the user and prepare them for the method – just like ingredients in a 
cooking recipe. Labelled diagrams can be useful to help explain each step.

To obtain sufficient data to be able to see a pattern or trend:
•	 For each IV factor (eg 1 cm, 3 cm, 5 cm…), use more than one DV factor (eg seeds). In the carrot 

experiment, 10 seeds could be planted for every different spacing. In the bottom heat experiment,  
3 cuttings for every different temperature could be used. This reduces the element of error in the results.

•	 The whole experiment should be repeated in exactly the same way, three times. If the experiment is valid, 
the results of all three experiments should show the same type of pattern.

Questions: Statement of purpose and method
1. Identify the independent variable (IV), dependent variable (DV) and two controlled variables (CV) for each of 

the following experiments.

a.  Five sunflower plants were irrigated with salt water. Each sunflower plant 
received a different concentration of salt water – 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% 
and 25%. After an 8-week period, the height of the sunflower plants was 
measured.
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Hand fork A small hand tool used to cultivate smaller areas of 
soil and aid weeding in crowded gardens.

Rake A tool used to break up surface soil and to level 
material. Can also be used to gather garden debris 
into a pile.

Swan-neck hoe Used to create furrows for sowing seeds, and for 
disturbing weeds and cultivating the soil surface.

Torpedo hoe Used mainly to cut weeds between rows of crops 
with its sharp cutting edges.

Loppers Loppers are used for cutting and pruning branches 
that are no thicker than 4 cm diameter.

Pruning saw Used for cutting and pruning large branches 
generally with diameters larger than 4 cm.

Secateurs Small hand tool used to cut and prune twigs, 
stems and non-woody growth. 

Shears Shears are used to trim and shape foliage.
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Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale)
This weed produces puffball seed heads and 
has rosette-style foliage. Dandelions often 
occur in lawns and are perennial. They can be 
controlled by regular mowing, hand removal, or 
spot spraying with herbicide.

Black nightshade (Solanum nigrum)
This is a tall (1 m) annual weed with large 
dark foliage and white flowers. It produces 
black, poisonous berries. Black nightshade is 
controlled by digging out by hand, ensuring all 
root material is lifted.

Creeping oxalis (Oxalis corniculata)
This weed grows close to the ground and is 
very invasive because it can spread by seed or 
by taking root at the nodes. It looks like clover 
and has small yellow flowers. Creeping oxalis 
is often controlled by a herbicide or by lifting, 
ensuring all root material is removed.

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
Taraxacum_officinale

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
Solanum_nigrum

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Oxalis_
corniculata
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Wind, light and temperature
Wind
Many sites, especially coastal or exposed sites, need features placed to provide shelter from the wind. The 
most effective wind shelters are porous rather than a solid mass. Wind filters through porous shelters, but solid 
masses, such as brick walls, can create turbulence on the side they are meant to protect.

Shelter can be hardscape or softscape. Softscape shelters include hedges, banks or a series of large individual 
plants such as flax.

The advantages of softscape wind shelters are that they are visually pleasing, graffiti proof and create habitats 
for insects and birds, which has the indirect benefit of supporting native species and harbouring beneficial 
insects for gardens. The disadvantages of softscape wind shelters are that they require regular maintenance 
such as pruning; generally use more space than hardscape shelters; and take a long time to grow.

Hardscape shelters include fences and walls, made of materials such as brick, rock, wood or concrete blocks. 
The advantages of hardscape wind shelters are that they require little maintenance; are effective immediately; 
and require minimal space on the site. The disadvantages of hardscape wind shelters are that they can attract 
graffiti; are generally less visually appealing than softscape and can be more expensive to erect.

Light and temperature
The amount of light and range of temperatures at a site can affect the functionality of softscape. For example, 
tropical plants should be suggested only for sites where frosts are not likely to occur. You need to obtain 
accurate information about light and temperature range in order to suggest plants that will flourish and at the 
same time suit the user’s needs.

Ferns are shade lovers
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Design a landscape plan that reflects user requirements    99

Users will have ideas about areas on the site where they want shade or full sun. Children generally need 
shady areas for playing, whereas vegetable gardens and flowerbeds need sunlight. Taking into account 
where shadows fall at different times of the day may help to identify areas that can fulfil user requirements. 
Hardscape features such as gazebos or sails can provide shade.

While temperature does not usually affect the location of hardscape features, temperature is important for 
plants, which flourish in varying temperature ranges. Choose plants suited to the temperatures of the site, so 
the plants can grow strongly and carry out the function they were designed for at the site. As a guide, south-
facing slopes have lower overall temperatures than north-facing slopes and average temperatures decrease 
from north to south across New Zealand. Frost-tender plants should not be planted in places where the 
temperature falls below 0 °C.

The table shows how some groups of plants are used.

Plant group Use

Ferns Fill up shady areas 

Deciduous trees Provide shade in summer and let the sunlight through in winter

Evergreen trees Provide shade all year around

Cacti and succulents Sun lovers and enjoy high temperatures, grow in dry places

Conifers Frost hardy, can grow where temperatures are low

Questions: Wind, light and temperature
1. Complete the table showing the advantages and disadvantages of hardscape and softscape wind shelters.

Hardscape shelter Softscape shelter

Advantages

Disadvantages

2. State whether each of the following user requirements would need shade, full sun, or a mixture of both. 
Write one of ‘shade’, ‘sun’ or ‘both’ next to each.

 a. Sandpit for young children:

 b. Vegetable garden:

 c. Washing line:

 d. Swimming pool:

 e. Chicken coop:

 f. Park bench:

 g. Fruit trees:

 h. Native bird refuge:

 i. Fishpond:
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Focal points
Focal points are a visual interruption in the patterns at the site, which strongly draws attention. Effective 
placement of focal points increases the visual appeal of the design and directs the eye to a specific area. Focal 
points can be hardscape, such as a sculpture, or softscape, such as flowers that are a different colour from 
the design’s main colour scheme. Specimen plants with yellow flowers are often used as focal points because 
yellow contrasts strongly with green foliage. However, too many attention-grabbing focal points can create a 
feeling of disorder and visual overload.

A fountain as a focal point

Unity
The principle of unity in landscape design means all the features of the plan working in harmony and being 
seen as a whole. All hardscape and softscape features should be working together to achieve the overall 
‘feel’ in accordance with user requirements. Consistency of texture, shape and colour are tools to create unity. 
Patterns are repeated, e.g. flower colour, same design of paving stone, arrangement of plant clusters, to 
achieve unity at the site. Not having patterns in the placement of hard and softscape can make the site look 
untidy.

Repeated curves give unity
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Questions: Division
1.	 Why is it generally easier and cheaper to propagate plants by division rather than by taking cuttings or 

layering?

2.	 Rule lines to match the descriptions with the terms.

Description Term

Eyes New bulb

Horizontal stem Evergreen crown division

Where plantlets form Growth buds

Where stem meets the roots Node

Clove Stolon

Reduce leaves by two-thirds Crown

3.	 Find the words in the puzzle (some are spelt backwards).

Asexual Bud Bulb

Crown Eye Flax

Garlic Node Potato

Roots Spade Stem

Stolon Strawberry Tuber

E X Y S G N K P L P

D M R F T B O A X O

A F R G L O U D M T

P L E U A X O C E A

S A B F E R R R H T

G X W S T O L O N O

Y K A B W B I I A F

O B R N S T E M C E

L I T R E B U T Y K

F J S B U D T E W W

4.	 Each step in asexual propagation is needed to grow a new plant successfully. Using the following table, 
choose one asexual propagation method (stem cuttings, leaf cuttings, ground layering or division) and 
describe each step in the process. Beside each step, describe how this step helps a new plant grow.

	 Asexual propagation method: 
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Horticultural plant management practices and related plant physiology 137

2.	 �Choose�four�of�the�external�parts�of�a�plant�you�labelled�in�1.�For�each,�name�the�part�and�describe�one�
function�of�the�part.

Letter	of	part Name	of	external	part Function	of	part

3.	 On�the�following�diagram,�label�the�seven�internal�structures�of�the�leaf�given�in�the�preceding�table.

4.	 From�the�following�list�of�plant�parts,�choose�a�plant�part�for�each�of�the�functions�a.–h.�Write�the�name�of�
the�part�beside�its�function.

cuticle/upper	epidermis lamina palisade	cells petiole

phloem roots stomata xylem
	 Functions

	 a.� Cells�transport�sugar:

	 b.� Mechanically�support�the�plant�and�absorb�soil�water:

	 c.� Cells�transport�water�and�minerals:

	 d.� Protective,�transparent�layer�and�cells:

	 e.� Where�gases�enter�and�exit�the�leaf:

	 f.� Thin,�flat,�large�surface�area�to�trap�maximum�light:

	 g.� Holds�the�leaf�out�to�obtain�maximum�light:

	 h.� Where�most�photosynthesis�occurs:
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3.	 Photosynthesis has glucose and oxygen as outputs. These are then used as inputs by the plant in the process 
of respiration, in which carbon dioxide and water and energy are formed. Carbon dioxide and water are the 
inputs for photosynthesis. The only thing that does not get cycled is energy.

4.	 glucose + oxygen  energy + carbon dioxide + water

Water and irrigation  (page 144)

1.	 Water is an input for photosynthesis. Water also keeps guard cells turgid (swollen) to allow carbon dioxide to 
enter the leaves through the stomata. Carbon dioxide is needed for photosynthesis.

2.	 a. Sprinkler.   b. Sprinkler.   c. Drip system.   d. Sprinkler.
	 e. Drip system.   f. Drip system.   g. Drip system.
3.	 When the transpiration rate is high, plants need more water to carry out plant life processes. Assuming no 

rainfall, the water may need to be provided by irrigating. When the transpiration rate is low, plants need 
little or no irrigation.

Humidity, temperature and shelter  (page 147)

1.	 a. Increases.  b. Decreases.  c. Increases.  d. Increases.  e. Decreases.
2.	 Temperature can be controlled by using heaters and heating pads, and opening/closing vents. Humidity can 

be controlled by misting systems, fans and the opening/closing of vents. Carbon dioxide can be pumped into 
the greenhouse (any two).

3.

D
is

ad
va

nt
ag

e

Natural	shelter Artificial	shelter

Take a long time to grow.

May harbour pests.

Can be expensive.

High maintenance.

Ad
va

nt
ag

e Low maintenance once established.

Generally less expensive than artificial shelters.

Can control growing conditions to accommodate 
specific plants.

Generally makes for faster plant growth. 

4.	 a.  Inside has higher humidity / higher temperature / no wind / lower light levels / changed carbon dioxide/
oxygen balance (any three).

	 b.	 i.   Warm, still air holds more water vapour.
	  ii.   Makes plants vulnerable to attack by disease, especially fungi.
	 c.  Open air vents or doors / install fans to increase air flow to reduce air temperatures.
	   Lower temperatures and increased airflow reduce plant transpiration and photosynthesis and therefore 

release of water vapour.

Light and training  (page 150)

1.	 Thinning is the removal of surplus or damaged fruit. The remaining fruit grow larger because the tree is 
putting most of its energy and resources into them.

2.	 a.  Good light penetration for photosynthesis; easy access to fruit/flowers; less risk of disease; mechanical 
support, and protection from wind; good spray penetration (any three).

	 b.  Tomatoes should be staked when young. The stake(s) should be placed close to the plant but not in its 
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